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C o m m u n i c a t i o n s  C o m m i t t e e

Improving communication among Board members, and between the community and the Board
Meeting Report				October 29, 2002                        @ CB3’s Board Room
The Start

The meeting opened at 7:45 PM. Attending were: 

	Stuart Sears*- Co Chair			Richard Hellenbrecht, Chair - CB 13Q
	Tom Lowenhaupt* - Co Chair		Arthur Teiler* - CB 3
	John Moran* – CB 3			Gordon Strause – 69th & Lexington
	Richard Cecere* – CB 3
 *Board 3 Member

Two first timers attended the meeting: Richard Hellenbrecht and Gordon Strause. Richard is the Chair of Community Board 13Q and an active developer and promoter of technology to strengthen the operation of Community Boards. In September he demonstrated two databases he developed to CB 3’s staff: one that manages CB 13’s complaints processing operation; and another that tracks board member information. CB 3’s staff is now deciding on if and how these might benefit our operation.

Gordon Strause is a Community Board 8M resident who is interested in community technology issues and is working on an idea for a non-profit, online service for people-to-people sharing of local information.

The meeting opened in Board 3's boardroom where the attendees discussed the following:

I.	Updates

·	3 1 1  – With the slogan “if it’s an emergency call 911, all other complaints call 311,” the city’s new Central Call Center will begin operating in January 2003. Located at spanking new offices on Maiden Lane, it will begin with 12 city agencies participating and gradually expand to serve more than 30. The Center will log all complaints received via phone and the web into a database that will serve as a primary source for the Mayor’s Management Report (MMR). The MMR is the city’s key document for monitoring service delivery quality and was a source document for selecting the locations for the recently announced Operation Silent Night.

At the recent community Noise meeting held at Monsignor Meehan Hall, city officials indicated that lodging your complaints with the Quality of Life line (currently 888 677 5433, but soon to be 311) was the key to getting a response to your concerns, i.e., inclusion in Silent Night. Council Member Helen Sears said “Call the Quality of Life # and then call me.” CB 3’s representative said “Call Quality of Life #, call Helen Sears, then call us.” Many in the audience wished for a simpler time when one call would suffice. With properly designed Call Center database, both the CB and council member could have access both phone and web complaints. But at a recent presentation at the New York Technology Forum, a DoITT deputy commissioner said Community Board concerns would not be addressed for the opening of 311 but during a later phase of its development. 

Council Member Gale Brewer attended the Tech Forum and indicated that she will look into the matter. And Richard Hellenbrecht said he will emphasize to Borough Hall the importance of CBs having access to the 311 database. 

But as it now stands, come January, the City Council and Community Boards will be further out of the loop on receiving complaints and monitoring the quality of service delivery to our communities.

·	The AOL Time Warner Boxes – With the letter commending AOL Time Warner for removing 24 “Green Monsters” sent, the committee discussed its continuing role in seeking the removal of the remaining three boxes. With the likely basis for removal being landmark expansion or land use issues, the committee recommended transferring or shared responsibility with a more suitable committee.

·	The .NYC Top Level Domain Name – Tom Lowenhaupt reported that NYC & Company had expressed support for the Board’s .NYC resolution and wanted to know more about the organization that is to lead the acquisition effort, with the possibility of a financial contribution to follow. While Board 3 initiated the project, it is not in a position to assume an ongoing administrative or executive role and we’re exploring effective follow through mechanisms. 

What is that mechanism? Several possible approaches, including joint efforts with other cities, were considered with Gordon Strause suggesting that a strong application from New York City should hold suitable weight to warrant the award of .NYC’s to the city. The feeling was that a dedicated organization with an influential board of directors from a variety of sectors and named something like “The .NYC Campaign,” was needed to effectively follow-through. With its demonstrated success, the operation and structure of the NYC2012 Olympics application organization might serve as a good example. 

II.	Prototype Community Board Web Site Development Project – What Now?

The Bloomberg administration has been less supportive than its predecessor of the website project, with the budget shortfall seemingly the culprit. We retain the support of the Queens Borough President and continue to work with Borough Hall to gain access to the Telecommunications Development Fund. However, the initial reaction from DoITT to our use of the Fund has not been positive. 

Alternate approaches for providing web service to our board and community were discussed, with a media company affiliation being one. For example, The New York Times is well positioned technologically to manage websites for community boards. A simple and inexpensive extension of their existing system could provide for Community Board needs. But conflicts of interest cloud this approach. 

Another possibility is working with a Yahoo or ZD net and using their community building tools. Rich Hellenbrecht reported that his board uses ZD net for their website and it requires only 10 to 15 minutes per month in maintenance. (See http://www.cb13q.org.) But this puts design and control of the technology outside our reach. And with telecommunications businesses in a state of flux, there’s a likelihood that changed management/ownership might result in our loosing the resource. 

We discussed other paths that might enable the CB 3 community to begin accessing the benefits of the web. Tom Lowenhaupt stated that a former intern, “the best programmer he’d ever seen,” had volunteered to help develop a truly customized system for the board – our original goal. Gordon Strause opined that a grant from a foundation could be acquired to facilitate such a development and agreed to look into the possibilities. Arthur Teiler suggested that the Kehillah or another local non-profit could administer the grant, if necessary. Additionally, Gordon suggested that The World Wide Web Artists' Consortium, “a global organization dedicated to encouraging education, collaboration and entrepreneurship” might agree to assist our effort. With an alternate selected, we decided to pursue the old and explore these new possibilities and moved on to other matters. 

III.	Other Items

Internet Radio - The loss of our community radio station was discussed with Richard Cecere and Stuart Sears recalling earlier days when the prospect of a broadcast radio station seemed likely. But using the FM or AM spectrum seems unlikely now and the Internet was discussed as an alternative. Specifically, Wi-Fi or 802.11b, provides a mechanism for wireless transmission of digital information. While this is commonly thought of as a means for accessing the Internet for browsing and email, it can also deliver ‘streaming audio’ to local PCs using over-the-air radio waves. Additional review is underway. 

III.	Close Meeting – 9:20 PM

End.

This report was prepared by Thomas Lowenhaupt. Inquiries may be emailed to him at TomL@communisphere.com, or phoned in to the Community Board: 718 458 2707.


